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Safe Harbour Statement

This document contains forward-looking statements and information – that is, statements related to future, not past, events. These statements may be identified by words such as "expects," "looks forward to", "anticipates", "intends", "plans", "believes", "seeks", "estimates", "will", "project" or words of similar meaning. Such statements are based on the current expectations and certain assumptions of Siemens' management, and are, therefore, subject to certain risks and uncertainties. A variety of factors, many of which are beyond Siemens' control, affect Siemens' operations, performance, business strategy and results and could cause the actual results, performance or achievements of Siemens to be materially different from any future results, performance or achievements that may be expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. For Siemens, particular uncertainties arise, among others, from changes in general economic and business conditions (including margin developments in major business areas and recessionary trends); the possibility that customers may delay the conversion of booked orders into revenue or that prices will decline as a result of continued adverse market conditions to a greater extent than currently anticipated by Siemens' management; developments in the financial markets, including fluctuations in interest and exchange rates, commodity and equity prices, debt prices (credit spreads) and financial assets generally; continued volatility and a further deterioration of the capital markets; a worsening in the conditions of the credit business and, in particular, additional uncertainties arising out of the subprime, financial market and liquidity crises; future financial performance of major industries that Siemens serves, including, without limitation, the Sectors Industry, Energy and Healthcare; the challenges of integrating major acquisitions and implementing joint ventures and other significant portfolio measures; the introduction of competing products or technologies by other companies; a lack of acceptance of new products or services by customers targeted by Siemens; changes in business strategy; the outcome of pending investigations and legal proceedings and actions resulting from the findings of these investigations; the potential impact of such investigations and proceedings on Siemens' ongoing business including its relationships with governments and other customers; the potential impact of such matters on Siemens' financial statements; as well as various other factors. More detailed information about certain of the risk factors affecting Siemens is contained throughout this report and in Siemens' other filings with the SEC, which are available on the Siemens website, www.siemens.com, and on the SEC's website, www.sec.gov. Should one or more of these risks or uncertainties materialize, or should underlying assumptions prove incorrect, actual results may vary materially from those described in the relevant forward-looking statement as expected, anticipated, intended, planned, believed, sought, estimated or projected. Siemens does not intend or assume any obligation to update or revise these forward-looking statements in light of developments which differ from those anticipated.

New orders and backlog; adjusted or organic growth rates of Revenue and new orders; book-to-bill ratio; return on equity, or ROE; return on capital employed, or ROCE; Free cash flow; cash conversion rate, or CCR; EBITDA (adjusted); EBIT (adjusted); earnings effect from purchase price allocation (PPA effects) and integration costs; net debt and adjusted industrial net debt are or may be non-GAAP financial measures. These supplemental financial measures should not be viewed in isolation as alternatives to measures of Siemens' financial condition, results of operations or cash flows as presented in accordance with IFRS in its Consolidated Financial Statements. A definition of these supplemental financial measures, a reconciliation to the most directly comparable IFRS financial measures and information regarding the usefulness and limitations of these supplemental financial measures can be found on Siemens' Investor Relations website at www.siemens.com/nonGAAP.
BT: Bringing intelligent products, systems and solutions to millions of buildings

Preferred partner for energy-efficient, safe & secure building infrastructure
Backlog and service underpinned 2009 performance

2009: BT gains market share – especially in service – and has costs under control

- Volume development better than competitors
- BT margin without LV* before restructuring nearly at target

Q1 2010:
- Volume decline as expected, Q1 2009 still at high level
- Margin increase due to
  - Price quality
  - Cost discipline
  - Results from restructuring

BT delivered as promised

*) Low Voltage
BT successfully managed a tough 2009

Service
- Service volume +10% (YoY)
- Leveraging installed base >200,000 systems
- New services, e.g. remote energy monitoring

Safety & Security
- Security Products repositioned and carved out
- New platform: 'Siveillance'
- New fire product line: 'Cerberus'

Processes & Structure
- Price level and project margins defended
- Volume stabilized
- SG&A reduced to strengthen competitiveness
- Production shift to low-cost countries (1,300 FTE*)

BT keeps investing in future growth

*) Full-time equivalent
BT must manage three economic levers to ensure profitable growth

**Different market developments**
- Energy
- Product
- Solution
- Service

**Outlook**
- Further market decline in 2010
- Grow service business
- Double energy efficiency business
- Grow in emerging markets >20% over next two years
- Defend profitability

**Regional differences**
- Non-residential construction in %*
- USA
- EU
- BRIC

*) Non-residential construction, structures (value put in place), Dec 2009, forecast by Global Insight

Energy and emerging markets are key to BT's performance
Strong demand for energy management and efficiency will drive new growth opportunities

Trends

- Energy efficiency, CO₂ reduction
- Rising energy prices
- Decentralized production of electrical power
- Infrastructure for electric vehicles

BT energy competencies

- Three consecutive EU energy awards
- Remote energy monitoring extended to 30,000 buildings, with 13 service centers worldwide
- Six Centers of Competence established

Double energy efficiency business …

… driven by six Centers of Competence

Become leading player in Smart Consumption …

… together with Energy Sector

Buildings will become consumers and producers of electrical power
Integration of Low Voltage Distribution creates significant opportunities for BT

**LV growth potential in building market**
- LV well-positioned in industry, but under-represented in buildings
- Leverage BT sales channels

**Turnaround towards benchmark performance**
- Optimize structure (today 41 factories)
- Product innovation
- Growth initiatives

**Opportunities**
1. Optimized business mix achieved for BT
   - 2006: Products 19%, Solution 52%, Service 29%
   - 2009: Products 41%, Solution 34%, Service 25%

2. Integrated energy / electricity management
   - SENTRON
   - DESIGO
   - Introduction: Light & Building fair

3. Large presence in emerging markets
   - Sales channels
   - Low-cost footprint

LV improves product portfolio and enhances emerging market footprint

*) Full-time equivalent
BT rapidly shifts emerging market profile to capture faster growth: China is core

**Strong position expanded**

- **Growth emerging markets (BRIC, Middle East)** (% growth 2 years)
  - 2007: 17%
  - 2009: >20%
  - 2011: 20%

- **R&D employees**
  - 2007: 9%
  - 2009: 20%
  - 2011: 28%

- **Manufacturing employees**
  - 2007: 56%
  - 2009: 60%
  - 2011: 62%

**New product portfolio available**

- **Control products**
  - Thermostats, valves & actuators, controllers

- **Fire detection**
  - Cerberus Eco, BC80 UL

- **Low voltage**
  - Distribution boards, miniature circuit breaker, wiring accessories

**Focus regions**

- China, India
- Middle East
- Brazil, …, Russia

**BT is well prepared for accelerated growth**
Prepared for further challenges – Positioned for longer-term value generation

'We are the preferred partner for energy-efficient, safe and secure building infrastructure'

- We master the second year of downturn
- We bring LV to benchmark performance
- We maximize our potential from energy efficiency and emerging markets
- We drive the convergence of security systems, building control systems, and IT
- We accelerate our innovations and invest in growth

BT is an ongoing story of strong value creation
Reconciliation and Definitions for Non-GAAP Measures (I)

To supplement Siemens’ Consolidated Financial Statements presented in accordance with International Financial Reporting Standards, or IFRS, Siemens presents the following supplemental financial measures:

- New orders and order backlog
- Adjusted or organic growth rates of Revenue and new orders;
- Book-to-bill ratio;
- Return on equity, or ROE;
- Return on capital employed, or ROCE;
- Free cash flow and cash conversion rate, or CCR;
- EBITDA (adjusted) and EBIT (adjusted);
- Earnings effect from purchase price allocation (PPA effects) and integration costs
- Net debt; and
- Adjusted industrial net debt.

These supplemental financial measures are or may be “non-GAAP financial measures,” as defined in the rules of the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC). They exclude or include amounts that are included or excluded, as applicable, in the calculation of the most directly comparable financial measures calculated in accordance with IFRS, and their usefulness is therefore subject to limitations, which are described below under “Limitations on Usefulness of Non-GAAP Financial Measures.” Accordingly, they should not be viewed in isolation as alternatives to the most directly comparable financial measures calculated in accordance with IFRS, as identified in the following discussion, and they should be considered in conjunction with Siemens’ Consolidated Financial Statements presented in accordance with IFRS and the Notes thereto. Siemens’ most recent Consolidated Financial Statements at any given time (the “Annual Financial Statements”) can be found in the most recent Annual Report of Siemens (the “Annual Report”), which can be accessed at www.siemens.com/annual-report, Siemens’ most recent interim Consolidated Financial Statements (the “Interim Financial Statements”) at any given time can be found at www.siemens.com/investors under the heading “Publications” – “Financial Publications” – “Financial Statements” or in the most recent Quarterly Report of Siemens (the “Quarterly Reports”), which can be accessed at www.siemens.com/quarterly-reports.

In addition, in considering these supplemental financial measures, investors should bear in mind that other companies that report or describe similarly titled financial measures may calculate them differently. Accordingly, investors should exercise appropriate caution in comparing these supplemental financial measures to similarly titled financial measures reported by other companies.

Definitions, most directly comparable IFRS financial measures and usefulness of Siemens’ supplemental financial measures

Siemens’ supplemental financial measures are designed to measure growth, capital efficiency, cash generation and optimization of Siemens’ capital structure and therefore are used to formulate targets for Siemens. The following discussion provides definitions of these supplemental financial measures, the most directly comparable IFRS financial measures and information regarding the usefulness of these supplemental financial measures.

New orders and order backlog

Under its policy for the recognition of new orders, Siemens generally recognizes a new order when we enter into a contract that we consider “legally effective and binding” based on a number of different criteria. In general, if a contract is considered legally effective and binding, Siemens recognizes the total contract value. The contract value is the agreed price or fee for that portion of the contract for which the delivery of goods and/or the provision of services is irrevocably agreed. Future revenues from service, maintenance and outsourcing contracts are recognized as new orders in the amount of the total contract value only if there is adequate assurance that the contract will remain in effect for its entire duration (e.g., due to high exit barriers for the customer).
New orders and order backlog (continued)

New orders are generally recognized immediately when the relevant contract becomes legally effective and binding. The only exception are orders with short overall contract terms. In this case, a separate reporting of new orders would provide no significant additional information regarding our performance. For orders of this type the recognition of new orders thus occurs when the underlying revenue is recognized.

Order backlog represents the future revenues of our Company resulting from already recognized new orders. Order backlog is calculated by adding the new orders of the current fiscal year to the balance of the order backlog from the prior fiscal year and subtracting the revenue recognized in the current fiscal year. If an order from the current fiscal year is cancelled or its amount is modified, Siemens adjusts its new order total for the current quarter accordingly, but do not retroactively adjust previously published new order totals. However, if an order from a previous fiscal year is cancelled, new orders of the current quarter and accordingly the current fiscal year are generally not adjusted, instead, if the adjustment exceeds a certain threshold, the existing order backlog is revised. Aside from cancellations, the order backlog is also subject to changes in the consolidation group and to currency translation effects.

There is no standard system for compiling and calculating new orders and order backlog information that applies across companies. Accordingly, its new orders and order backlog may not be comparable with new orders and order backlog reported by other companies. Siemens does subject its new orders and its order backlog to internal documentation and review requirements. Siemens may change its policies for recognizing new orders and order backlog in the future without previous notice.

Adjusted or organic growth rates of Revenue and new orders

In its financial reports, Siemens presents, on a worldwide basis and for each Sector and Cross-Sector Business, the percentage change from period to period in Revenue and new orders as adjusted for currency translation effects and portfolio effects. The adjusted percentage changes are called adjusted or organic rates of growth. The IFRS financial measure most directly comparable to adjusted or organic growth rate of Revenue is the unadjusted growth rate calculated based on the actual Revenue figures presented in the Consolidated Income Statement. There is no comparable IFRS financial measure for the adjusted or organic growth rate of new orders because, as discussed above, new orders is not an IFRS financial measure.

Siemens presents its Consolidated Financial Statements in Euros; however, a significant proportion of its operations takes place in a functional currency other than the Euro, particularly the U.S. dollar and the British pound. Converting figures from these currencies into Euros affects the comparability of Siemens’ results and financial position when the exchange rates for these currencies fluctuate. Some Divisions are significantly affected due to the large proportion of international operations, particularly in the U.S. All Sectors and Divisions as well as Cross-Sector Businesses are subject to foreign currency translation effects; however, some Divisions are particularly affected since they generate a significant portion of their operations through subsidiaries whose results are subject to foreign currency translation effects. The effect of acquisitions and dispositions on Siemens’ consolidated revenues and expenses affects the comparability of the Consolidated Financial Statements between different periods.

The adjusted or organic growth rates of Revenue and new orders are calculated by subtracting currency translation effects and portfolio effects from the relevant actual growth rates. The currency translation effect is calculated as (1) (a) Revenues or new orders, as the case may be, for the current period, based on the currency exchange rate of the current period minus (b) Revenues or new orders for the current period, based on the currency exchange rate of the previous period, divided by (2) Revenues or new orders for the previous period, based on the currency exchange rate of the previous period. The portfolio effect is calculated, in the case of acquisitions, as the percentage change in Revenues or new orders attributable to the acquired business and, in the case of dispositions, as the percentage change in Revenues or new orders on the assumption that the disposed business had not been part of Siemens in the previous period. Adjusted growth rates of Revenue and new orders are always calculated for a period of twelve months.

Siemens is making portfolio adjustments for certain transactions, including the carve-outs of Siemens Home and Office Communication Devices GmbH & Co. KG and the Wireless Modules business, as well as for other minor transactions in the Sectors, Cross-Sector Businesses and Other Operations. For further information regarding major acquisitions and dispositions, see “Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements.” Siemens believes that the presentation of an adjusted or organic growth rate of Revenue and new orders provides useful information to investors because a meaningful analysis of trends in Revenue and new orders from one period to the next requires an understanding of the developments in the operational business, net of the impact of currency translation and portfolio effects. Siemens’ management considers adjusted or organic rates of growth in its management of Siemens’ business. For this reason, Siemens believes that investors’ ability to assess Siemens’ overall performance may be improved by disclosure of this information.

Book-to-bill ratio

The book-to-bill ratio measures the relationship between orders received and the amount of products and services shipped and billed. A book-to-bill ratio of above 1 indicates that more orders were received than billed, indicating stronger demand, whereas a book-to-bill ratio of below 1 points to weaker demand. The book-to-bill ratio is not required or defined by IFRS.
Reconciliation and Definitions for Non-GAAP Measures (III)

Return on equity, or ROE
In line with common practice in the financial services industry, Siemens Financial Services (SFS) uses return on equity, or ROE, as one of its key profitability measures. Siemens defines ROE as annualized Income before income taxes of SFS divided by the average allocated equity for SFS. The allocated equity for SFS is determined and influenced by the size and quality of its portfolio of commercial finance assets (primarily leases) and equity investments. This allocation is designed to cover the risks of the underlying business and is in line with common credit risk management standards in banking. The actual risk portfolio of the SFS portfolio is evaluated and controlled monthly and is reflected in the quarterly (commercial finance) and annual (equity investments) adjustments of allocated equity.

Return on equity is reported only for the SFS segment. Siemens believes that the presentation of ROE and average allocated equity provides useful information to investors because management uses ROE as a supplement to Siemens’ Consolidated Financial Statements in evaluating the business performance of SFS, and therefore the measure assists investors in assessing Siemens’ overall performance.

Return on capital employed, or ROCE
Return on capital employed, or ROCE, is Siemens’ measure of capital efficiency. Siemens uses this financial performance ratio in order to assess its income generation from the point of view of its shareholders and creditors, who provide Siemens with equity and debt. The different methods of calculation are detailed below. Siemens believes that the presentation of ROCE and the various non-GAAP financial measures involved in its calculation provides useful information to investors because ROCE can be used to determine whether capital invested in the Company and the Sectors yields competitive returns. In addition, achievement of predetermined targets relating to ROCE is one of the factors Siemens takes into account in determining the amount of performance-based or variable compensation received by its management.

ROCE at the Siemens group level
Siemens defines group ROCE as net income (before interest) divided by average capital employed, or CE. Net income (before interest), the numerator in the ROCE calculation, is defined as Net income excluding Other interest income (expense), net and taxes thereon. Taxes on Other interest (expense), net are calculated in a simplified form by applying the current tax rate, which can be derived from the Consolidated Statements of Income, to Other interest income (expense), net.

Capital employed, or CE, the denominator in the ROCE calculation, is defined as Total equity plus Long-term debt plus Short-term debt and current maturities of long-term debt minus Cash and cash equivalents. Each of the components of capital employed appears on the face of the Consolidated Balance Sheet.

ROCE at the Siemens group level, on a continuing operations basis
Siemens also presents group ROCE on a continuing operations basis. For this purpose, the numerator is Income from continuing operations and the denominator is CE, less Assets classified as held for disposal presented as discontinued operations, net of Liabilities associated with assets held for disposal presented as discontinued operations.

ROCE at the Sector level
For the Sectors, ROCE is defined as Profit divided by average Assets. Profit for each Sector is defined as earnings before financing interest, certain pension costs and income taxes; certain items not considered performance-indicative by management may be excluded. Assets for each Sector are defined as Total assets less intragroup financing receivables and investments, less income tax assets, less non-interest-bearing liabilities/provisions other than tax liabilities.

Free cash flow and cash conversion rate
Siemens defines Free cash flow as Net cash provided by (used in) operating activities less Additions to intangible assets and property, plant and equipment. The IFRS financial measure most directly comparable to Free cash flow is Net cash provided by (used in) operating activities. Siemens believes that the presentation of Free cash flow provides useful information to investors because it is a measure of cash generated by our operations after deducting cash outflows for Additions to intangible assets and property, plant and equipment. Therefore the measure gives an indication of the long-term cash generating ability of our business. In addition, because Free cash flow is not impacted by portfolio activities, it is less volatile than the total of Net cash provided by (used in) operating activities and Net cash provided by (used in) investing activities. For this reason, Free cash flow is reported on a regular basis to Siemens’ management, who uses it to assess and manage cash generation among the various reportable segments of Siemens and for the worldwide Siemens group. Achievement of predetermined targets relating to Free cash flow generation is one of the factors Siemens takes into account in determining the amount of performance-based or variable compensation received by its management, both at the level of the worldwide Siemens group and at the level of individual reportable segments.

Cash conversion rate, or CCR, is defined as Free cash flow divided by Net income. Siemens believes that the presentation of the CCR provides useful information to investors because it is an operational performance measure that shows how much of its income Siemens converts to Free cash flow. CCR is reported on a regular basis to Siemens’ management.
Reconciliation and Definitions for Non-GAAP Measures (IV)

EBITDA (adjusted) and EBIT (adjusted)
Siemens defines EBITDA (adjusted) as EBIT (adjusted) before amortization (which in turn is defined as Amortization and impairments of intangible assets other than goodwill) and Depreciation and impairment of property, plant and equipment and goodwill. Siemens defines EBIT (adjusted) as Income from continuing operations before income taxes less Financial income (expense), net and Income (loss) from investments accounted for using the equity method, net. Each of the components of EBIT (adjusted) appears on the face of the Consolidated Financial Statements, and each of the additional components of EBITDA (adjusted) appears in the Consolidated Financial Statements or the MD&A thereto, which may be found in the relevant annual or quarterly report filed with the SEC. The IFRS financial measure most directly comparable to EBIT (adjusted) and EBITDA (adjusted) is Income from continuing operations before income taxes.

Siemens believes that the presentation of EBITDA (adjusted) and EBIT (adjusted) as a cash earnings measure provides useful information to investors. Therefore EBITDA (adjusted) and EBIT (adjusted) are also broadly used by analysts, rating agencies and investors to assess the performance of a company.

Earnings effect from purchase price allocation (PPA effects) and integration costs
Profit margins may be adjusted for PPA effects and integration costs effects. The purchase price paid for an acquired business is allocated to the assets, liabilities and contingent liabilities acquired based on their fair values. The fair value step-ups result in an earnings effect over time, e.g. additional amortization of fair value step-ups of intangible assets, which is defined as a PPA effect. Integration costs are internal or external costs that arise after the signing of an acquisition in connection with the integration of the acquired business, e.g. costs in connection with the adoption of Siemens’ guidelines and policies.

Siemens believes that the presentation of PPA effects and integration costs effects provides useful information to investors as it allows investors to consider earnings impacts related to business combination accounting and integration in the performance analysis.

Net debt
Siemens defines net debt as total debt less total liquidity. Total debt is defined as Short-term debt and current maturities of long-term debt plus Long-term debt. Total liquidity is defined as Cash and cash equivalents plus current Available-for-sale financial assets. Each of these components appears in the Consolidated Balance Sheets. The IFRS financial measure most directly comparable to net debt is total debt as reported in the Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements.

Siemens believes that the presentation of net debt provides useful information to investors because its management reviews net debt as part of its management of Siemens’ overall liquidity, financial flexibility, capital structure and leverage. In particular, net debt is an important component of adjusted industrial net debt. Furthermore, certain debt rating agencies, creditors and credit analysts monitor Siemens’ net debt as part of their assessments of Siemens’ business.

Adjusted industrial net debt
Siemens defines adjusted industrial net debt as net debt less (1) SFS debt excluding SFS internally purchased receivables; less (2) 50% of the nominal amount of our hybrid bond; plus (3) the funded status of pension plans; plus (4) the funded status of other post-employment benefits; plus (5) credit guarantees; and (6) fair value hedge accounting adjustments. The fair value hedge accounting adjustment has been included in fiscal 2009 in our definition of adjusted industrial net debt. The fair value hedge accounting adjustment is representing risks being hedged. We believe that deducting the fair value hedge accounting adjustment from net debt in addition to the adjustments presented above provides investors more meaningful information to our scheduled debt service obligations. Further information concerning adjusted industrial net debt can be found in the Annual Report under the heading “Management’s discussion and analysis – Liquidity and capital resources – Capital structure.”

Siemens manages adjusted industrial net debt as one component of its capital. As part of our “Fit42010” program, we decided to optimize our capital structure. A key consideration is to maintain ready access to capital markets through various debt products and to preserve our ability to repay and service our debt obligations over time. Siemens therefore has set a capital structure goal that is measured by adjusted industrial net debt divided by EBITDA as adjusted. Adjusted EBITDA is calculated as earnings before income taxes (EBIT) (adjusted) before amortization (defined as amortization and impairments of intangible assets other than goodwill) and Depreciation and impairments of property, plant and equipment and goodwill. Adjusted EBIT is Income from continuing operations before income taxes less Financial income (expense), net and Income (loss) from investments accounted for using the equity method, net.

Siemens believes that using the ratio of “adjusted industrial net debt” to “EBITDA (adjusted)” as a measure of its capital structure provides useful information to investors because management uses it to manage our debt-equity ratio while ensuring both unrestricted access to debt financing instruments in the capital markets and our ability to meet scheduled debt service obligations.
Reconciliation and Definitions for Non-GAAP Measures (V)

Limitations Associated with Siemens’ Supplemental Financial Measures
The supplemental financial measures reported by Siemens may be subject to limitations as analytical tools. In particular:

- With respect to adjusted or organic growth rates of Revenue and new orders: These measures are not adjusted for other effects, such as increases or decreases in prices or quantity/volume.
- With respect to book-to-bill ratio: The use of this measure is inherently limited by the fact that it is a ratio and thus does not provide information as to the absolute number of orders received by Siemens or the absolute amount of products and services shipped and billed by it.
- With respect to return on equity, or ROE: This measure is not adjusted for special items, such as the disposition of equity investments (allocated to SFS) or impairments, and therefore it has been volatile over prior year periods. In addition, the use of this measure is inherently limited by the fact that it is a ratio and thus does not provide information as to the absolute amount of Siemens’ income.
- With respect to return on capital employed, or ROCE: The use of this measure is inherently limited by the fact that it is a ratio and thus does not provide information as to the absolute amount of Siemens’ income.
- With respect to Free cash flow and cash conversion rate: Free cash flow is not a measure of cash generated by operations that is available exclusively for discretionary expenditures. This is, because in addition to capital expenditures needed to maintain or grow its business, Siemens requires cash for a wide variety of non-discretionary expenditures, such as interest and principal payments on outstanding debt, dividend payments or other operating expenses. In addition, the use of cash conversion rate is inherently limited by the fact that it is a ratio and thus does not provide information about the amount of Siemens’ Free cash flow.
- With respect to EBITDA (adjusted) and EBIT (adjusted): EBITDA (adjusted) excludes non-cash items such as depreciation, amortization and impairment, it does not reflect the expense associated with, and accordingly the full economic effect of, the loss in value of Siemens’ assets over time. Similarly, neither EBITDA (adjusted) nor EBIT (adjusted) reflect the impact of financial income and taxes, which are significant cash expenses that may reduce the amount of cash available for distribution to shareholders or reinvestment in the business.
- With respect to earnings effects from purchase price allocation (PPA effects) and integration costs: The fact that the profit margin is adjusted for these effects does not mean that they do not impact profit of the relevant segment in the Consolidated Financial Statements.
- With respect to net debt and the ratio adjusted industrial net debt to EBITDA (adjusted): Siemens typically uses a considerable portion of its cash, cash equivalents and available-for-sale financial assets at any given time for purposes other than debt reduction. Therefore, the fact that these items are excluded from net debt does not mean that they are used exclusively for debt repayment. The use of the ratio adjusted industrial net debt to EBITDA (adjusted) is inherently limited by the fact that it is a ratio.

Compensation for Limitations Associated with Siemens’ Supplemental Financial Measure
Siemens provides a quantitative reconciliation of each supplemental financial measure to the most directly comparable IFRS financial measure below, in the Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements or in the Annual Reports and Quarterly Reports under the heading “Management’s discussion and analysis,” and Siemens encourages investors to review those reconciliations carefully.